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ACROSS
1. Cheesy TV transition
9. Everything but the Girl singer Thorn
15. "Alias" actress
16. "Bad Feminist" author Gay
17. Lickety-split
18. Uses power
19. Took a high position?
20. Air space
21. MSNBC watcher, likely
22. Game similar to Skip-Bo
23. Inference
25. Prefix with ballistics
26. Cribbage pieces
28. The Royal Australian Air Force's formation aerobatic display team, with "The"
31. Fun for little squirts?
34. Group of likely winners
36. Lakeside property, e.g.
37. It's full of cars
38. 6-Down character
42. Hospice providers
43. Made a low noise
45. Day with heavy traffic, often
47. Filing expert: Abbr.
48. "I say how dare you!"
50. Like a tournament newbie, often
52. Treat that comes in fours
54. Using a calming voice
55. Barely get
56. Mirabelle source
57. Like pine sap
58. Feed bag morsels

DOWN
1. Error
2. "Signal weak," to a CBer
3. Like vintage synths
4. Do something critical?
5. In rougher shape
6. Work that begins with an invocation to the Muses, with "The"
7. Shot holder?
8. Limerick-to-Dublin dir.
9. No walk in the park
10. ___ Music (glam rockers)
11. Chopper
12. Liberal arts college in Northfield, Minnesota
13. In toto
14. Flunky's response
20. In a marvelous way
24. Angel on a horse
25. He was defeated in the Battle of the Catalaunian Plains
27. Older yoga instructors
29. It's one thing after another
30. "La felicidad en ___ vida" (2018 Pope Francis book)
32. "From your lips to God's ears"
33. May, for one
34. Major artery
35. Gives off
36. ___ shock
39. Stop working
40. Squared things up
41. Rushlike plants
44. Take place next
45. Oil holders
48. Pan flute-playing god
49. Small
51. Picasso work, e.g.
53. Japanese swimmer
54. Stress Awareness Mo.